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Digital Transformation

With a PhD in Marketing and an
unrelenting curiosity, Dr. Schiro is a leader
in the digital space and a total technology
enthusiast. An ex-film student herself, she
brings studio-level production to Zoom.
Take a look: julieschiro.com/teaching 

dr. Julie schiro

12 - 4:30 pm IST

http://www.julieschiro.com/teaching
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failed transformations // winning transformations

recommendation engines // virality // influencers

data as disruption

design/ux as a disruptive advantage

a framework for futureproofing 

What do Google, Netflix, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, Tesla, and Airbnb have in
common? Where did Blackberry, Sears, Nine West, and Blockbuster go? And why do
digital transformations fail 70% of the time?  

Google, YouTube, Amazon, Instagram, Kickstarter, Reddit - these have all disrupted  
how people communicate and search for information. How can we cater to the
algorithms of these platforms to ensure we're being shown? Taking it a step
further, can we engineer virality?

Right place, right message, right time - big data, artificial intelligence, and
automation have changed what is possible. Today, we cover what you need to know
to hone and maintain an edge in the market. 

If you don't believe in the power of design and user experience, read Hooked. Often
it is not the entrepreneur with the best idea that wins, but the one that designs the
best experience. 

Futureproofing has two prongs: ongoing investing in new technology and a
transformation ethos baked into the fabric of the company. How do you know what
technology to bet on, and how do you change company culture? 

Eager to get started?
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